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Abstract

Previous work has shown that grammars and sim-
ilar structure can be induced from unlabeled text
(both monolingually and bilingually), and that
the performance of an example-based machine
translation (EBMT) system can be substantially
enhanced by using clustering techniques to de-
termine equivalence classes of individual words
which can be used interchangeably, thus convert-
ing translation examples into templates. This pa-
per describes the combination of these two ap-
proaches to further increase the coverage (or con-
versely, decrease the required training text) of an
EBMT system. Preliminary results show that a
reduction in required training text by a factor of
twelve is possible for translation from French into
English.

1 Introduction

Lexicalist Example-Based Machine Translation
(EBMT) systems such as those of Veale and Way
(1997) and the author (Brown, 1999) have the ad-
vantage that they require little or no additional
knowledge beyond the parallel text forming the
example base, but the disadvantage that the ex-
ample base must be quite large to provide good
coverage of unrestricted texts. Since parallel texts
of the required size are often di�cult or (for less-
used languages) even impossible to obtain, there
have been several e�orts to reduce the data needs
by generalizing the training examples into tem-
plates and then perform template matching (see
Figure 1).

Three approaches to generalization have been
used: manually-generated equivalence classes,
automatically-extracted equivalence classes, and
transfer-rule induction. The EBMT systems men-
tioned above both convert translation examples
into templates using manually-created informa-
tion, such as from a machine-readable dictionary
with part-of-speech information, to replace words
with tokens indicating the class of word which
may occur in a particular location. More recently,
the author added automatically-generated equiv-
alence classes using word-level clustering (Brown,

2000) and Cicekli and G�uvenir (2001) have imple-
mented transfer-rule induction from parallel text.
This paper reports the results of combining the

latter two approaches, using transfer-rule induc-
tion followed by word-level clustering to �nd not
only single words but also transfer rules which can
be combined into equivalence classes.

2 Transfer-Rule Induction

To induce a set of grammar rules from a paral-
lel corpus, we make the same assumption used by
Cicekli and G�uvenir (2000; 2001) and van Zaa-
nen (2000): when two sentence pairs in the cor-
pus have some part in common but di�er in some
other part, the similar and dissimilar parts each
correspond to some coherent constituent. Note
that such a \constituent" need not be a traditional
constituent as used by linguists, such as a noun
phrase or prepositional phrase; for our purposes,
it su�ces that the groupings which are found can
be used interchangeably.
Initially, the system only searches for pairs

of training instances where the source-language
halves show the pattern

S1 D S2

where S1 and S2 are the same in both instances
(at most one of these may be the empty string)
and D di�ers between the two training instances,
but may contain common subsequences. The al-
gorithm is outlined in Figure 2 and described in
detail below. Naturally, such a simple pattern
will not capture all interesting phenomena; future
work will address more complex patterns.
A recursive method is used to �nd sets of train-

ing instances with common word sequences at be-
ginning or end (\initial string" and \�nal string"
or \pre�x" and \su�x"). After sorting the sen-
tence pairs by their source-language sentences, one
can simply perform a linear scan of the collection
for runs of training instances with at least I words
in common. Each run found determines a subcor-
pus on which we can search for runs with at least
I+1 words in common. At each level in the recur-
sion, sorting the training instances as though the
order of their words were reversed allows the same



Training 205 delegates met in London.
Input 200 delegates met in Paris.

String Match delegates met in
Template Match <number> delegates met in <city>.

Figure 1: String Match vs. Template Match

1. read the corpus into memory, creating a rough bitext mapping for each bilingual sentence pair

2. sort the corpus alphabetically by source-language sentence

3. for each F , �nd all sequences of sentence pairs which share the same �rst F words in the source
language

4. for each sequence, create a subcorpus and:

(a) sort the subcorpus alphabetically by reversed source-language sentence

(b) for each L, �nd all sequences of sentence pairs which share the same last L words in the
source language

(c) for each sequence, create another subcorpus and:

i. perform a pairwise comparison between sentence pairs, adding the di�erences to a new
equivalence class and to the corpus. The bitext map is used to discard those di�erences
which do not appear to match between source- and target-language sentences.

ii. if su�ciently long, add the common initial/�nal strings to the corpus

5. apply the learned rewriting rules to the corpus, except to sentence pairs where doing so would
generate a single token

6. repeat steps 2 through 5 until no more new equivalence classes are added or the number of
iterations reaches a preset maximum

Figure 2: The Induction Process

type of scan to �nd runs of training instances with
a common �nal string of speci�ed length.

Consider the small set of example sentence pairs
in Figure 3. These all share the common initial
string \nous regardons" and �nal string \."; fur-
ther, all but the �rst one share the initial string
\nous regardons les", and instances 2-4 share
the initial string \nous regardons les approvision-
nements en". We will �rst process the small-
est set (instances 2-4), then the intermediate set
(instances 2-5), and �nally the complete set (in-
stances 1-5).

Thus, for each combination of initial-string
length and �nal-string length, a set of training
instances has been de�ned by the above scans,
whose di�erences may be assigned to an equiva-
lence class. These instances are then compared
pair-wise to determine the di�erences between
them. For each pair, the target-language halves
are compared, also segmenting them into a com-
mon initial string, dissimilar central portion, and
common �nal string. To ensure that the dissimilar
center does in fact correspond to the di�erence on
the source-language side, a bitext mapping is used.
The bitext mapping is generated for each train-
ing instance from a bilingual dictionary, indicat-
ing which words in the target-language half poten-

tially correspond with each source-language word.
If, for either of the two training instances, the bi-
text map rules out any part of the target-language
di�erence, neither instance is added to the current
equivalence class (one or both of the instances may
eventually have its center portion added when
compared against other sentence pairs in the cor-
pus).

Should a pair of instances pass the bitext-map
test, the portions which di�er between the two are
added to the training corpus as new (but shorter)
training instances, and are added to the equiva-
lence class of all instances having the same ini-
tial and �nal strings. After the pair-wise compar-
ison between each pair in the set of instances with
that common pre�x and su�x is complete, the
initial and �nal strings themselves are also added
to the corpus as two additional training instance
provided that they are su�ciently long (currently,
at least two words each).

Once the corpus has been completely processed,
the result is a corpus augmented by various sen-
tence fragments which are assumed to be con-
stituents of some kind. We now apply the learned
equivalence classes interpreted as a set of rewrit-
ing rules or a context free grammar, replacing each
instance of a class member by the class name.



Input:

1. nous regardons la production de acier .
we are watching steel production .

2. nous regardons les approvisionnements en �energie .
we are watching energy supplies .

3. nous regardons les approvisionnements en engrais .
we are watching fertilizer supplies .

4. nous regardons les approvisionnements en mat�eriel .
we are watching equipment supplies .

5. nous regardons les produits chimiques agricoles .
we are watching agricultural chemicals .

Rewritten Corpus:

� nous regardons la production de acier .
we are watching steel production .

� nous regardons les <cl 2> .
we are watching <cl 2> .

� nous regardons
we are watching

Induced Rules { <CL 2>:

� approvisionnements en <CL 0>
<CL 0> supplies

� produits chimiques agricoles
agricultural chemicals

Induced Rules { <CL 0>:

� engrais
fertilizer

� mat�eriel
equipment

� �energie
energy

Figure 3: Sample Induction

The replacements may occur anywhere in a sen-
tence pair, including the portions which had been
used as common pre�x or su�x strings during the
learning phase. An exception is made if the end
result of applying the grammar to a training in-
stance is a single class name; in this case, the
training instance is left unchanged. The ratio-
nale for applying rewriting rules in this manner
is to increase the similarity of the items in the
corpus to permit more matches on the next it-
eration, e.g. two instances which previously had
di�erent initial segments may have the same ini-
tial segment after rewriting rules are applied, be-
cause the di�ering phrases are both members of
the same equivalence class.

At this point, if any changes were made, the
entire process repeats using the updated corpus,
until no more equivalence classes can be created.
To forestall an extremely lengthy execution time
should a large number of iterations be required,

the program can also terminate learning after a
speci�ed number of iterations.

After the induction completes, it can option-
ally be re-run in the reverse direction, compar-
ing target-language sentences with each other.
This feature can increase the yield of equivalence
classes by 50% or more, since the target-language
sentences will show di�erent patterns of similari-
ties with each other which were not captured dur-
ing the �rst pass.

Figure 3 shows the result of this process. The
pairwise comparison between instances 2 through
4 yields the single-word di�erences which have
been added to equivalence class <CL 0>. The
further comparisons between instances 2 through
5 yield the equivalences in <CL 2>; after apply-
ing the rewriting rules created by <CL 0>, three
of its members collapse into a single rule contain-
ing an equivalence-class marker.

The output of the induction phase is a set of



1. �nd bilingual word pairs which uniquely correspond to each other according to a bitext mapping
generated with a bilingual dictionary

2. accumulate counts for the words in the immediate vicinity of each occurrence of a word pair,
as well as the frequency of the word pair itself

3. convert the word counts into weighted term vectors, and generate an initial cluster for each
vector; associate the word pair's frequency with the term vector

4. repeatedly �nd the two most similar clusters whose similarity is above the threshold value for
the lesser of their frequency values and merge them (adding the associated frequencies), until
no pair of clusters is above threshold or only two clusters remain

5. if the number of clusters is still above 2500, relax the clustering by allowing those clusters with
frequency values of 5 or less to merge regardless of the clustering threshold for their frequency
(if necessary, repeat for frequencies of 10, 15, etc.)

6. output the clusters with more than one member, recovering the word pair with which each
vector in a cluster is associated

Figure 4: Clustering Algorithm

parallel rewriting rules which form the transfer-
rule grammar (see Figure 5 for a few examples
from actual runs), and optionally an updated par-
allel corpus with the rewriting rules added and
already applied. The updated corpus which is al-
ready present in the computer's memory can then
be used as input to the word-clustering phase.

3 Word Clustering

To cluster words into equivalence classes, we used
the approach of (Brown, 2000), outlined in Fig-
ure 4. The main feature of this approach is
a transformation step which converts the word-
clustering problem into a document-clustering
problem.

The �rst step in word clustering is to deter-
mine which words should be clustered. Since it
is also necessary to cluster bilingually, a dictio-
nary is used to generate a rough bitext mapping
between the source and target halves of each sen-
tence pair in the training corpus. Whenever the
bitext map indicates a unique correspondence be-
tween a word in the source-language sentence and
some word in the target-language sentence, form
a word pair from the source- and target-language
words and treat it as an indivisible unit. These
word pairs are what will be clustered.

For each occurrence of a word pair, add the
source-language words immediately surrounding
its occurrence (for these experiments, the three
words preceding and the three words following) to
a term vector which tallies all neighboring words
across all occurrences of the word pair. This con-
verts the problem into one of �nding which term
vectors cluster together, a standard document-
clustering approach.

Next, the term vectors are clustered using
bottom-up agglomerative clustering. Initially, one
cluster is created for each vector; next, the two

clusters with the highest similarity measure are
merged, and the process is repeated until no more
clusters have su�ciently high similarity with any
other clusters. The similarity metric used is a
term-weighted cosine similarity measure, e.g. the
normalized inner product of the two vectors:

cos(~u;~v) =
~u � ~v

jj~ujj � jj~vjj

The selected threshold for clustering proved to
be excessively conservative for larger training sets,
leaving a majority of word pairs in single-element
clusters, so a back-o� scheme was added to force
the total number of �nal clusters closer to a target
of 2500 clusters. If more than the target number of
clusters remain when the �rst clustering pass ter-
minates, clusters with frequency values (the sum
of term frequencies for all word pairs included in
the cluster) of �ve or less may merge regardless of
the selected threshold. If necessary, further itera-
tions will allow clusters with frequencies of up to
10, 15, 20, etc. to merge. This approach was se-
lected to avoid the need for tuning the thresholds
for each individual training set size, which would
be impractical at best.
Once the vectors have been clustered, the clus-

ters are output. For every cluster, the word pair
to which each vector in the cluster corresponds is
recovered and is written to the results �le along
with the name of the cluster. The results �le be-
comes input to the EBMT system when it indexes
the training corpus, allowing it to convert the par-
allel text into templates using the cluster names
as class markers. Figure 6 shows a sample of the
clusters produced from 107,000 words of parallel
training text. The clustering process produced a
total of 1178 clusters containing 3187 word pairs
after discarding clusters containing only a single
word pair (as such singletons are not useful).



<CL 18>:
plutôt ridicule
rather ridiculous

peut-être le condamner avec de fausses louanges , mais je ne y puis rien
If it is damning him with feint praise , I cannot help

<cl 847> monsieur l'Orateur
<cl 847> Mr . Speaker

bien pour Toronto
lucky in Toronto

...

<CL 119>:
question # 2 est oui
part two is yes

question # 2601 de la premi�ere session de la 29e l�egislature ne tenait pas compte de les travaux de
construction entrepris en 1973 - 1974 �a la r�esidence de le premier ministre �a Ottawa
question No . 2,601 of the First Session of the twenty-ninth Parliament did not list construction
work carried out in the year 1973 - 74 at the Prime Minister's Ottawa residence

<CL 122>:
, con��e �a la garde de un service de s�ecurit�e , fut transport�e par tout le pays �a bord de un avion de
la D�efense nationale et un exemplaire en a �et�e remis �a toutes les capitales provinciales au moment
même o�u je prenais la parole �a la Chambre
was sent under security guard in national defence aircraft right across the country , and copies were
released in all provincial capitals simultaneously with my rising in the House

que <cl 644>
that the <cl 644>

Figure 5: Sample Replacement Rules

4 Combining Induction and
Clustering

The induction process produces a large number of
usually small equivalence classes, which limits the
amount of generalization that can be produced.
Hence, we would like to merge di�erent classes of
rewriting rules which are used in similar contexts,
in the same manner as individual words are clus-
tered.

A by-product of the induction algorithm is an
updated corpus with all replacement rules already
applied, leaving single-word markers in place of
the phrases found by transfer-rule induction. Ap-
plying the clustering process to the modi�ed cor-
pus allows both words and replacement rules to
cluster together. While replacement-rule nonter-
minals tend to cluster with other nonterminals,
many clusters contain both words and nontermi-
nals (see Figure 6).

5 Experimental Design

To gauge the e�ect of the di�erent approaches,
various combinations of method and training size

were run and evaluated.

Four conditions were compared: simple string
matching against the corpus (see Figure 1),
matching templates formed using single-word
clustering alone, templates formed using transfer-
rule induction alone, and templates formed with
the combination of clustering and induction. For
French-English, the training data in each case
consisted of a subset (up to 1.1 million words
in 19730 sentence pairs) of the Hansard corpus
made available by the Linguistic Data Consortium
(Linguistic Data Consortium, 1997) and a bilin-
gual dictionary formed by combining the ARTFL
French-English dictionary (ARTFL Project, 1998)
with a probabilistic dictionary extracted from the
Hansard corpus. The test data consisted of 45,320
words of French text from a disjoint portion of the
Hansard corpus.

The data for the Spanish-English experiments
consisted of up to one million words of parallel
text drawn primarily from the UN Multilingual
Corpus(Gra� and Finch, 1994) available from the
Linguistic Data Consortium and a bilingual dic-
tionary derived from the Collins Spanish-English



Cluster French English
507 NE NOT

NE NO

524 SONT ARE
FURENT WERE

568 CETTE THIS
CETTE THAT

575 PROCHAIN NEXT
DERNIER LAST

659 UNE THE
UNE AN
UNE A
UN THE
UN A
LE THE
LE OF
LE IT
LE IN
LE A
LA THE
LA OF
LA IN

678 VALEUR VALUE

S�ECURIT�E SECURITY
PRODUCTION PRODUCTION
PLUS MORE

N�ECESSIT�E NEED
LIVRAISON DELIVERY
FACON WAY
DATE DATE
CROISSANCE GROWTH
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCT-

ION
COMMERCIAL- MARKETING

ISATION

1085 POINTS POINTS
LIVRES POUNDS
ANS YEARS

1150 VALABLES VALID
TARD LATER

1196 MILLIONS MILLION
MILLIARDS BILLION

1776 ABSURDE NONSENSE
<CL 18> <CL 18>

2158 PÊCHEURS FISHERIES

P�ENURIES SHORTAGES
OFFICIERS OFFICERS

2609 <CL 54> <CL 54>
<CL 98> <CL 98>
<CL 375> <CL 375>
<CL 458> <CL 458>
<CL 462> <CL 462>
...6 more...

Figure 6: Sample Clusters from 107,000 words

dictionary and statistically extracted from UN-
corpus and other parallel text. The test data con-
sisted of 9,059 words of Spanish test from a dis-
joint portion of the UN Multilingual Corpus.
The input to the actual EBMT system con-

sisted of the bilingual dictionary (for word-level
alignment) plus the original parallel text, and (as
appropriate) the output of the clustering and/or
induction phases. When the clustering algorithm
was applied in isolation, the single-word rewrit-
ing rules found through clustering were supplied
to EBMT. When the transfer-rule induction was
used, the induced transfer rules were supplied to
EBMT.
The transfer-rule induction was limited to

twelve iterations in each direction. During devel-
opment it was found that the process has largely
converged after six iterations, even though total
convergence may require �fteen or more iterations,
with the last several iterations each adding only
a few new equivalence classes with a handfull of
members.
The performance measure used to determine the

e�ectiveness of the various methods is the cover-
age of the test text, i.e. the percentage of the total
words in the test input for which the EBMT sys-
tem could generate at least one candidate trans-
lation. Although this metric does not measure
quality, the design of the EBMT system gener-
ally enforces some minimum level of translation
quality { the translation software will not out-
put translations when the word-level alignment for
the retrieved training example fails or is deemed
too poor1. Recent manual judgements on a Man-
darin Chinese-English version of the EBMT sys-
tem (Zhang et al., 2001) have con�rmed that in-
creased coverage indeed correlates with improved
translation quality.
Figure 7 shows some sample output, which will

be discussed in more detail in Section 7; for the
moment, it is important to note that the score
shown is a penalty { 0.0 is considered a perfect
alignment, while matches for which the penalty
exceeds �ve times the number of words are not
output at all.

6 Computational Complexity

Each iteration of the induction algorithm takes
time O(n2), where n is the number of words of
training text, since ultimately each sentence pair
must be compared against every other sentence
pair (subdividing the problem into shorter se-
quences does not increase the time complexity,
and sorting is O(n log n)). The number of itera-
tions required to run the induction to completion

1In fact, if all corpus matches yielded good alignments,

coverage would be in excess of 90% instead of 80.14% for

two millionwords of French-English training text using just

string matching.



Il me semble qu'il conviendrait maintenant de
reprendre le d�ebat.
I think it would be proper at this time for

the debate to continue.

String Match, 1.1 million words:
Match Sc Translation

il me semble qu'il 0 it seems to me that
il me semble que 0 It seems to me that
il me semble 0 It seems to me
il me 0 Let me
il me 0 me explore
me semble 0.3 seems to me
me semble 0 I think
semble que il 0 it seems this
semble que 0 seems that
que il 0 well as
maintenant de 2.5 now the
de reprendre 0 to resume
le d�ebat . 1 in debate .
le d�ebat . 0 the debate .
le d�ebat 0 in debate
le d�ebat 0 debate in
d�ebat . 0 debate .

Induction+Clustering, 1.1 million words:
Match Sc Translation
il me semble qu'il 17 it seems to me that
semble qu'il 0 it seems this
qu'il 0 that he
il conviendrait 0 IT APPROPRIATE
maintenant 0 NOW
de reprendre 0 to resume
le d�ebat . 0 THE DEBATE .
le d�ebat . 1 in DEBATE .
d�ebat . 0 DEBATE .

Figure 7: Sample Translation 1

is potentially O(n), but appears in practice to be
somewhat less than O(log n); there is a three- to
four-fold increase between a 50,000-word corpus
and a twenty times larger million-word corpus.
More experimentation with larger corpora (sev-
eral to tens of millions of words) will be required
to determine the actual value.

In practice, the �rst iteration takes the longest
time, by a factor of two or more, and subsequent
iterations complete more quickly. Per-iteration
execution times generally continue to decrease un-
til the �fth iteration, after which they tend to
vary both up and down but stay relatively con-
stant. Two factors are likely at work here: on each
succeeding iteration, there are fewer and smaller
runs of sentences, reducing the quadratic pair-wise
comparison; and the individual training instances
are shorter, either because they are fragments of
an older instance or due to replacement of phrases

by single tokens.
The clustering algorithm is also O(n2), but here

n is the number of term vectors, i.e. the num-
ber of distinct bilingual word pairs, which grows
more slowly than the number of words in the
training text. Thus, the execution time for the
complete process of induction plus clustering is
slightly worse than quadratic in the size of the
input.

7 Results

As shown in Figure 8, clustering and transfer-
rule induction each outperformed simple string
matching, and the combination substantially out-
performed both. In fact, the combined algorithm
exceeds the coverage of string matching trained on
two million words of French-English parallel text
with only 157,000 words of training data, more
than a twelve-fold reduction in training data with
no additional knowledge sources. For compari-
son, the best results (Brown, 1999) achieved using
manually-created generalization information con-
sisting of a large part-of-speech tagged bilingual
dictionary and several hundred bilingual produc-
tion rules based on those tags are shown in the
graph as well. The automatic algorithms very
nearly match the performance of the manual ap-
proach, without the quarter-million words of ad-
ditional data in the dictionary and grammar rules
used by manual generalization.
Similar results were obtained for Spanish-

English (see Figure 9), where the combined al-
gorithm had greater coverage with 104,000 words
of training data than string matching on a one-
million-word corpus.
Initial evaluation of the translation quality

showed that most of the degradation in quality
from grammar induction or the combination of
grammar induction and clustering was due to mis-
alignments, where the translation found by the
system included extraneous words or omitted a
portion of the true translation. The most egre-
gious case was fairly easy to avert, simply by
not applying rewriting rules to a new sentence
pair if, after applying the rules, it has the form
\<equivclass>" == \<equivclass> extra words"
(or vice-versa). While the extra word(s) might
be appropriate for the particular phrase, it is un-
likely that they will be appropriate for all mem-
bers of the equivalence class. This limitation re-
duced the coverage slightly, but substantially im-
proved the quality of the EBMT system's output.
A stricter consistency check than the current test
of whether the bitext mapping positively rules
out any part of the candidate translation would
most likely further improve the translation qual-
ity, although the current system shows only minor
degradation. Much of that degradation can be at-
tributed to overgeneralization to cases where the
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Corpus Size vs. EBMT Coverage (French)

string match only
grammar induction

word clustering
induction + clustering

full manual generalization

Corpus Size String Match Induction Clusters Clust+Induc
(words) Only
107,000 53.01% 65.85% 71.25% 77.70%
157,000 59.72% 69.73% 75.05% 81.64%
207,000 61.94% 72.51% 77.38% 83.25%
307,000 68.28% 77.02% 80.73% 86.27%
1,107,000 75.26% 87.20% 87.33% 92.34%
2,007,000 80.14% { { {

Figure 8: Performance Comparison (French)

usual default translation rule does not apply.

Some examples of the EBMT output are shown
in Figures 7 and 11; the reference translation from
the Hansard corpus is given for each. Figure 11
includes a very terse form of the output due to the
limited space available; all matches which are con-
tained within some longer match (from another
example in the corpus) have been excluded, and
only the best-scoring match from among those
covering a particular phrase is shown. The actual
output is several times longer, and includes some
translations with better quality than the maxi-
mal matches actually shown. For each match, the
alignment score (lower is better) and the transla-
tion are shown. Words in all-capital letters indi-
cate where a single word matched an equivalence
class generated by clustering, rather than the sur-

face string. The sentence in Figure 7 was ran-
domly selected from among the shorter sentences
in the test set, while Figure 11 is the very last
sentence in the test set.

Shortly before the �nal version of this paper was
submitted, some changes were made to the EBMT
system to improve its run-time e�ciency. As
part of those changes, some tweaks were made to
the word-level alignment algorithm, including the
generation of the correspondence table used for
clustering as well as word-level alignment during
translation. Those tweaks have resulted in some-
what paradoxical and as yet unexplained changes
in the system's coverage (see Figure 10) { cover-
age for string matching and grammar induction
dropped considerably, while clustering is greatly
improved and the combination of induction and
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Corpus Size vs. EBMT Coverage (Spanish)

string match only
grammar induction

word clustering
induction + clustering

Corpus Size String Match Induction Clusters Clust+Induc
(words) Only
104,000 39.78% 52.86% 63.15% 72.23%
207,000 48.25% 59.11% 67.05% 75.14%
310,000 52.72% 67.47% 70.60% 79.98%
1,000,000 66.77% 78.19% 81.36% 89.44%

Figure 9: Performance Comparison (Spanish)

clustering remains almost unchanged2. Now that
performance of clustering alone is so much closer
to the performance of the combined algorithm,
it becomes clear that the changes in the corpus
produced by grammar induction interfere some-
what with clustering. With small training sets,
the combined algorithm actually fares somewhat
worse than clustering alone.

8 Conclusion

Experimental results indicate that combining
transfer-rule induction in the style of (Cicekli,
2000) with the author's prior work on single-
word clustering is bene�cial, resulting in a system
that outperforms either method used in isolation

2The restriction imposed on grammar induction to

avoid bad translations slightly reduced the performance,

and then the changes to the EBMT system somewhat im-

proved coverage.

and dramatically reducing the amount of parallel
training text required for a broad-coverage EBMT
system. Coverage for a given amount of training
text is increased with little or no impact on trans-
lation quality.

9 Ongoing and Future Work

The applicability of this approach has already
been shown for two language pairs, but its e�ec-
tiveness for very divergent language pairs remains
to be demonstrated. Future experiments will in-
clude Mandarin-English as well as French-English
and Spanish-English.
The transfer-rule induction can certainly be en-

hanced, for example by checking for common se-
quences within the dissimilar center portions, al-
lowing them to be split even further. Currently,
the learned equivalences tend to be fairly long;
shorter phrases will be more general and more
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Figure 10: Updated French Performance

likely to be matched in previously-unseen text
during translation (improving coverage).

The word clustering parameters need to be
tuned. Currently, the same parameters are used
in conjunction with transfer-rule induction and in
isolation. There is no a priori reason for the op-
timal settings in one case to be optimal for the
other. In addition, the target of 2500 clusters was
chosen arbitrarily and should be tuned for the best
trade-o� between quality and coverage.

The interference between transfer-rule induc-
tion and clustering noted during the most recent
experimental runs should be isolated and, if pos-
sible, mitigated.

Finally, there is the possibility that adding a
small amount of seed knowledge to the grammar
induction process (similar to what has was previ-
ously done with single-word clustering) could sub-
stantially improve performance. Such seeding will

require additional support in the software.
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